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What is ECOALTERNATIVES
E-CO Alternatives is the one stop shop for sustainable shopping. With a global directory
and a local passport (discounts to 26 locations) all with amazing discount codes, they make
shopping easy and affordable. We do the vetting and research so other consumers don’t have
to! We work with all types of companies and are constantly growing.
Our mission is to EDUCATE consumers on sustainable consumption, CONNECT
consumers to sustainable alternatives and SUPPORT sustainable businesses with their local to
global mindset. We believe being educated consumers is important. That is why we provide
consumers information on various certifications or “green stamps” they may find on products.
We believe it’s important to educate consumers on limitations a company is facing,
sometimes the technology doesn’t exist, or the changes are too expensive for a company to
implement, transparency is the best way to keep consumers in the loop and aware of what
business decisions are being made and WHY. We believe connection leads to larger impact. We
are connectors, bringing together pieces of the puzzle and making purchasing and consumption
smoother on both fronts. We believe it’s important to elevate and call out the incredible
companies helping make the world just a little bit greener with each alternative that is
purchased through them.
E-CO Alternatives has two main goals; to support consumers and to support businesses
that CARE! We want to support businesses by providing larger marketing efforts, discounted
consulting, access to shared sourcing and more. We are here to make sustainability easy,
affordable, and collaborative.

We want to show consumers what alternatives there are to their regular purchases.
These alternatives are not the “North Star”, but they are implementing sustainability into their
business practices in an authentic manner. E-CO Alternatives is not about being the best, but
about the constant movement towards more sustainable endeavors within a businesses’
growth. In addition, it is important for consumers to understand WHAT makes a company
sustainable and WHY the company is working on those specific acts. The story behind
sustainability is important.

Learning Objectives
This internship was remote online one so I had to figure out a lot of things by myself,
but also had a great team communicating back and forth with me through email and other
social medias. When stepping into this internship I had 3 goals in mind to complete. The first
one is gain regional knowledge of 1-3 regions. I chose the regions of Bellingham and Seattle to
explore and research sustainable businesses. I was able to find many kinds of businesses in
these locations because Bellingham and Seattle are both open minded cities hoping to create a
change. Being able to research Bellingham and Seattle I found that there are lots of people who
also want to promote sustainability and
The second goal was to research Sustainable Businesses in your regions (we will take on
restaurants, products/stores, and services (ie; coffee shops, food, stores, etc). This goal was the
one that took the most work to complete. It wasn’t super hard finding businesses that promote
sustainability, but it got more difficult as I researched the places and made sure they were
ethical and sustainable. In doing this research I looked for important key words like locally

grown, zero waste, ethically sourced, organic, energy use, eco-friendly. Looking for these key
words helped me establish a foundation of what a sustainable business looks like and then be
able to add them to my list. My internship boss Maddy created excel spreadsheets for all the
interns to add their businesses they researched information too. I was able to add more than
100 businesses to this list to reach out too in joining our network.
This leads me to my third and final goal which is onboard businesses to join the local
network. Another intern created an email outline for communicating with businesses and I was
able to reach out to my businesses that I had researched with this outline and ask them to join
our website. I reached out with a first email and then after two weeks I would send a smaller
email seeing if they received the first or were still thinking about joining. I was able to
communicate with many businesses and have them join our network.

Relevance to my major of Businesses and Sustainability
My one huge takeaway from this experience is the importance of having accessibility to
sustainable businesses and doing the research to find out if they are sustainable. It’s easy to say
you are a sustainable business but just because maybe you are doing one thing that is
sustainable doesn’t mean you are doing the most you can to do everything sustainable.
Being a part of ECO Alternatives taught me that people out there are doing research for
others and doing the difficult parts of making sure businesses are sustainable. As consumers
sometimes all you need to do is look up a website like ECO Alternatives to easily access
information on subjects like this.

As an intern I learned that in a major of Business and Sustainability I need to aware that
there are false advertisements of sustainability in Business and make sure that when I get a job
that I am ending these false advertisements or promises and promoting true change.
Communicated with other businesses also was a great opportunity for me to see all the
potential jobs I could have in the future and all the places that need a sustainability manager to
help fix the number of emissions and waste their businesses have. This internship just made me
want to keep exploring my major more and more and for me to be able to see all the potential
sustainable businesses out there and see that I can help make a change.

Summary
Overall, my internship was a success. I was able to communicate with other interns from
across the USA with email and other social medias since the internship was remote and online.
It was amazing to see all the sustainable businesses out there and how most of them wanted to
join our website and be part of spreading awareness. Being able to communicate with local
businesses and see my fellow interns and coworkers communicating with other businesses was
extremely impactful and I will take what I learned into my future career. Being patient when
businesses didn’t respond and trying two weeks later was also a very important part of this
internship, sometimes emails would get sent to junk mail or they just wouldn’t see, so a check
back in email is extremely necessary.
Being immersed in a culture that is focused on sustainability is so key to our survival on
this planet. We need to use our limited resources for good and not waste them like we are
doing now. We need to be aware of our usage of products and our carbon footprint on this

planet. Renewable energy is available, and we need to start being aware of the other options
besides just oil and gas. In my classes at WWU there is a focus on getting people involved in the
sustainability major and in clubs and this is exactly what my internship also represented. This
internship taught me that spreading information is the way to help start this change. If we can
have accessible information for the public then change can start, because humans can be lazy
and don’t want to do their own research, so if people make it easy for them, we can start to
create change.

Pictures

Here is an excel spreadsheet with multiple sustainable businesses I collected from the
Bellingham and Seattle Area

Here is my job description and a little information about me on the website

